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WELCOME TO THE 5TH ANNUAL

The fabulous Chandler International Film Festival (CIFF) is finally upon us. During this time of COVID-19, we know the world is suffering. Our task is to create a 
positive and entertaining experience for people around the world. That is why we created the film festival to be viewed at three different venues: drive-in, virtual, 
and in the theater. The filmmakers have worked hard to showcase their films, music videos, and screenplays. The festival is proud to invite those filmmakers 
from around the world and country to assemble in historic Chandler, Arizona. CIFF is a proud partner with the City of Chandler.
 
CIFF is thrilled to screen over 120 films at Harkins Chandler Fashion 20, virtually on our website and have a special screening of Tombstone at our Drive-in 
setting. To further enrich Chandler’s sense of culture the festival has collected a wide array of films from all stretches of the world. Local artists will also be 
recognized as Arizona filmmakers and writers continue to build a strong reputation within the film community.
 
We will be enforcing the CDC guidelines at the festival. It is very important that we follow these guidelines for the safety and protection of all of us. Please 
remember to wear your mask, wash your hands often, socially distant, and above all enjoy yourself.
 
Come join us as we welcome all our guests from far and wide. All are welcome-film professionals, film enthusiasts, and casual fans. 
There is something for everyone.



Thursday,
January 21st, 2021

The Unhealer (Feature Thriller)

The Unhealer 
(Featuring Chris Browning, Branscombe Richmond & Elijah Nelson) 

Come one, come all! Join the Chandler International Film Festival in kicking off the 5th annual festival.

After Party at Ginger Monkey Gastropub
Opening night film screening
Opening Ceremonies on the Red Carpet

Come join us at the ‘Red Carpet’ opening night! Events include:

Directed by Martin Guigui | Run Time: 94 minutes, USA 

A botched faith healing on a bullied teenager bestows Native American powers that 
“reflect” any attempted physical harm back on his aggressor. When his lifelong 
tormentors pull a prank that kills someone he loves, he uses his powers for revenge 
and goes on a bloody rampage to settle the score.

To open the weekend and welcome you to walk the red carpet, get flashed by paparazzi and 
become a “Hollywood Star” for an evening! This is your opportunity to meet and greet with 
filmmakers, actors, and all who support the film industry. Thank you to all!

Please wear your best formal wear and please follow CDC guidelines.

Ginger Monkey Gastropub135 W Ocotillo Rd, Chandler, AZ 85248

Please join us at Ginger Monkey Gastropub for
food, beverages and to meet some of the cast and crew.

Once the opening night feature film The Unhealer is complete 
the night is not over!

Opening Night! Actors Chris Browning, Branscombe Richmond and Elijah Nelson will be in attendance and on 
the red carpet, Don't miss your chance to meet them!



Friday, January 22nd, 2021

9:00

A Clear Day
Plans for a weekend away between two best friends are disrupted by a mysterious force that threatens 
their friendship and forces them to observe themselves as they never have.

: Edward H Tom
: Short Film
: 18 minutes 11 seconds
: Australia

Ophelia
A tribute to the Pre-raphaelite brotherhood by telling the story of the creation of some of the most 
famous paintings, especially the most known "Ophelia" by Sir John Everett Millais. Where we can see 
nature taking more and more place in the art. The group's intention was to reform art by rejecting what 
it considered the mechanistic approach.

: Hadi Moussally
: Short Film
: 6 minutes 6 seconds
: France

P98's Blue Birds
Two young men spend the day with one another at the park.

: Praise
: Short Film
: 4 minutes 35 seconds
: United States

The Velvet Abstract
A short film about the environmental age from a team spanning six continents.

: James Hughes
: Short Film
: 7 minutes 8 seconds
: United Kingdom

The Devil’s Road: A BAJA Adventure
Following the century-old expedition route of two of Baja's most prolific and obscure naturalists, a group of 
adventurers set out on a 5,000-mile journey on motorcycles to document over one hundred years of change 
in Baja California.

: JT Bruce
: Feature Documentary 
: 98 minutes
: United States

FROM TRASH TO TREASURE: turning negatives into positives in Lesotho
From erosion to overgrazing to enduring poverty, the people of Lesotho—a highland country surrounded by 
South Africa—face a variety of difficult challenges. Yet grassroots communities in the country also exhibit 
tremendous resourcefulness and creativity. In particular, a wealth of artists have mastered a talent for 
resurrection, developing the skill to creatively turn negatives into positives: Designers who turn discarded 
trash into beautiful jewelry, clothes, rugs. Filmmakers who turn tragedy into artistic expressions of resilience 
and compassion. Musicians who write songs to save the environment. In this short, Cultures of Resistance 
Films profiles a variety of these inventive creators, introducing viewers to a fascinating cast of local residents 
who are using art as a means of communicating a communal desire for positive change.

: Lara Lee
: Short Film
: 25 minutes 7 seconds
: United States

Best Documentary Short Films9:50

The Maroon Bomber
Four siblings delve into the love they share for the family’s old, beat up truck. This love gets tested.

: Joshua M. Thomas
: Short Film
: 9 minutes 57 seconds
: United States

9:00 Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 13
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226



Roots of Lacrosse
Many lacrosse players and coaches often don’t know that the origins of the game of lacrosse has it’s roots in 
North American Indigenous nations. This short documentary provides a brief history of the sacred and 
cultural aspects of this sport, originally played for the Creator, as well as for the health and welfare of the 
people. The movie also defines the three types of North American, Indigenous lacrosse: Iroquois, Great Lakes, 
and Southeastern.

: Shelby Tsioweri:iohsta Adams,   
  Joanne Storkan
: Short Film
: 23 minutes 34 seconds
: Canada

Feature Horror11:20

The Romey Lynchings: A Story of Lebanese Immigrants
N'oula Romey was the fourth victim of racial terror that year in Florida, and one of ten people who were lynched 
by white mobs across the US in 1929 alone. Just hours before, his wife Hasna (Fannie) Rahme was fatally shot 
by Lake City police in their store.

: Josh Sabey
: Short Film
: 30 minutes 
: United States

YOU CAN'T GIVE UP
In America one out of every three black men is likely to end up in prison. This is the story of one young man who 
tried to avoid that fate -- and the mentor who helped him.

: Anthony Collings
: Short Film
: 16 minutes 51 seconds
: United States

Daytime Nightmare
Aspiring actress Lucy finds her life crippled by intense migraines while taking strong painkillers provided by her 
housemate Sara. The headaches develop into terrifying visions of friends and strangers repeatedly killing her. 
When her ghostly inner self follows her into the real world, Lucy pops more of pills, desperate to shake it. A doctor 
attributes her worsening condition to exhaustion, despite a history of family schizophrenia. Dazed by medication, 
Lucy realizes that she’s now living inside her own worst nightmare, her only companion is her spectral double.

: Katrina Grey
: Feature Horror
: 85 minutes
: United Kingdom

Anniversary
A couple are addicted to their personal devices and do not communicate.  After their anniversary dinner, the 
husband plays games on his tablet and his wife texts her friends. Suddenly, the power cuts. The only source of 
light comes from their devices.  Soon after, the wife’s phone dies. The husband shares his tablet and its light 
shines on them. He plays the song that played the day they fell in love. The untouched tablet goes dark and 
they kiss in the dark. The power comes back and the wife immediately charges her phone. They return to their 
devices and ignore one another. 

: Yuxue LI
: Short Film
: 5 minutes 48 seconds
: Canada

Best Comedy Short Films12:15



Manasanamaha
A young man muses on the nature of love, recounting three relationships from his past. The girls in his 
life resemble three different seasons, namely Chaitra (Spring), Varsha (Monsoon) & Seeta (Winter).

: Deepak Reddy
: Short Film
: 16 minutes 37 seconds
: India

The Pewter Bros.
Two brothers are in search of a missing treasure if they can get past being around each other long 
enough to find it.

: Michael McCallum
: Short Film
: 11 minutes 17 seconds
: United States

Try Again
Who's to say it won't be better this time? What could go wrong? The only way to find out is to...try again!

: William Green
: Short Film
: 11 minutes 29 seconds
: United States

You're the Puppet
Laramie and Leonard are the hottest comedy duo in the local scene. Tired of Leonard getting all the 
credit, Laramie considers branching out on his own.

: Michael Charron
: Short Film
: 12 minutes 15 seconds
: United States

(C)ANSWERS: The Answers to Cancer
(C)ANSWERS explores the biological and social cancers that plague American society. Breht Gardner takes you 
inside one man's emotional journey battling cancer and discovers that cannabis prohibition is where race, 
politics, and the business of medicine powerfully intersect. (C)ANSWERS follows cancer patient Ray Odom 
through traditional oncology and medical cannabis treatments and displays the anxiety of diagnosis, the joy of 
success and the desperation of last-chance natural medicines. The film offers a philosophical examination of how 
cancers change lives.

: Breht Gardner
: Feature Documentary
: 90 minutes
: United States

1:30

The Beach
An Indian immigrant loading groceries into his car realizes he has an impatient audience and a 
performance ensues.

: Carlo Bruno
: Short Film
: 9 minutes 30 seconds
: Canada

The College Life
3 college buddies Vince the star quarterback a pure ladies man, Briggs the class clown Vince's main buddy and 
Nate just your average college kid trying to get through school. While being Vince's dorm roommate. The 3 are 
always up to something that usually leads to Nate being the victim of a joke. But on this night Vince finds 
himself on the other end of a unusual situation.

: Andretti Dante
: Short Film
: 23 minutes 16 seconds
: United States

The First Song of Summer
A band breaks down on the way to the biggest gig of their lives, and must get over their beef to get to 
the show on time.

: Brandon Ripp
: Short Film
: 9 minutes 41 seconds
: United States



You Can Go Now
An abrupt personal tragedy uproots Tanda from her day and she rushes to face the inevitable. Her new, 
jolted world feels peculiar—a strange experience that is impossible for any of us to put into words.

: Marisa Merkl
: Short Film
: 14 minutes 26 seconds
: United States

DONNA Stronger Than Pretty
A young mother's "American Dream" turns into a living nightmare, until she finds the inner strength to 
listen to a voice she hadn't heard before: her own.

: Jaret Martino
: Feature Drama
: 90 minutes
: United States

Angel Delgado Short Film
: Angel Delgado
: Short Film
: 2 minutes 40 seconds
: United States

Alana Toigo Short Film
: Alana Toigo
: Short Film
: 4 minutes 7 seconds
: United States

The Vampire Story
: Danielle Aguilar and   
  Donavan Lavergne
: Short Film
: 2 minutes 10 seconds
: United States

Feature Drama3:45

Chandler High School
& Boys and Girls Club

4:05 Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 13
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226

House of La Reine
On the eve of the grand opening of her inclusive bohemian bar and performance space, Celia struggles 
with insecurities about living up to the legacy of her relative who once reigned the stages of Paris.

: Lisa Marie Tedesco
: Short Film
: 13 minutes 25 seconds
: United States

A Castle in Umbria
Lives are forever changed when American tourists travel to Perugia and meet a group of ex-pats living 
and working there. Romance, revelry and revelations unfold as they band together to keep a castle out of 
corporate hands.

: Terry Ross
: Short Film
: 39 minutes
: United States

Best Woman Filmmaker2:40

Red Bean Soup
The 2020 Wasserman Award recipient Red Bean Soup, shares the struggle of a wife grappling to 
reconnect with her dementia ridden husband who can only remember his first love.

: Kadi Tsang
: Short Film
: 17 minutes 27 seconds
: United States



Bakersfield
When two men drive to the middle of nowhere to tie up loose ends, their sinister past comes to haunt them in 
unexpected ways.

: Evan Sorlien
: Short Film
: 8 minutes 35 seconds
: United States

Bloodshed
Ridden with guilt after the untimely death of his wife from a rare blood disease, grief-stricken Getty turns his 
hobby shed into a bloody altar of worship and brutal sacrifice in his relentless search for Redemption. As he 
descends into madness, many will bleed. BLOODSHED. It's where you bleed.

: Paolo Mancini, 
  Daniel Watchorn
: Short Film
: 12 minutes 37 seconds
: Canada

Best Horror Short Films7:15

Heathens
A group of heathens chases down their sacrifice before the school bell rings. : Carlos Garcia, Jr.

: Short Film
: 10 minutes 25 seconds
: United States

Long Pig
A major metropolitan city struggles to keep it together in the wake of a string of kidnappings in the area. Could 
the possible abductor be hiding in plain sight? Long Pig peeks into the unconventional dark side of humanity. 
Evil doesn’t have to follow a specific set of rules and it certainly doesn’t take into account the existence of 
others. It’s lurking in every corner.

: Riccardo Suriano
: Short Film
: 8 minutes 30 seconds
: Italy

The Cove
In the near future, a pandemic has ravaged the earth. Fear, greed and destruction have made way for such 
terrors as famine, pirates, and zombies. CAIRO YAZID's, only chance for survival is to join forces with a 
curmudgeon, SOLOMON, also still untouched by the fatal virus, and he is the only one who knows the secret 
location of the safe place known simply as THE COVE.

: Robert Enriquez
: Feature Action/Adventure
: 100 minutes
: United States

Feature Action/Adventure7:15

Take Out Girl
Tera Wong delivers Chinese food for her mother’s struggling restaurant located in the “Low Bottoms,” an 
infamous Los Angeles project. Everyone around her, including her unpredictable brother (Saren), are financially 
trapped in this crime and violence-ridden neighborhood. That is until, Tera takes a job from the local drug 
Kingpin, moving his “product” inside her takeout food boxes. But after a series of tragic events, the dream that 
Tera built on a foundation of lies, may crumble.

: Hisonni Mustafa
: Feature Drama
: 98 minutes
: United States

Feature Drama5:25 Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 13
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226

Marrying Myself
An unmarried 38 year old decides to give up on men, but live the fantasy of being a bride at a wedding, and 
decides to marry herself. Her hilarious girlfriends support her and her selfish mother objects, but what will she 
do when suddenly the right man shows up?

: Eran B.Y
: Feature Drama
: 100 minutes
: United States

Feature Drama4:50



Featuring Peter Sherayko 
CIFF is proud to welcome Actor Peter Sherayko to Chandler!

Please join us in welcoming Peter to Chandler, Arizona on the red carpet preceding our drive in feature film Tombstone.

Q&A with Peter after the film!

7:00 Red Carpet Chandler Center for the Arts Parking Lot
250 N Arizona Ave, Chandler, AZ 85225

The Devil Knows You're Dead
Luke Gomez, steals a quarter from a homeless man at a bar and turns the single coin into a casino winning 
streak, until he makes the cocky move to return the quarter.

: Lee Chambers
: Short Film
: 9 minutes
: Canada

Dissociation
The story follows the life of Damien Knoll. At night, with the help of his best friend Kevin, he is a host of the 
radio show called Moonlight legends. He retells the myths and legends that have been passed down from 
generation to generation. Once a week Damien will take calls from his listeners that share their own stories and 
everyone can call in to discuss them. During the night, a listener asked about the existence of a demonic glitch 
that has the ability to take over the technology. After a long discussion, Damien becomes obsessed. Right away 
Damien begins to make and see connections to the “Glitch” everywhere he goes. Or does he?

: Charlotte Foley
: Short Film
: 14 minutes 5 seconds
: United States

Receiver
Sriyani, an idealistic and overtaxed social worker of Sri Lankan descent, is a counselor at a telephone help line. 
She has built her life around helping others, but always at the expense of those closest to her. So who is going 
to defend Sriyani when she is hypnotized by a caller on her phone tonight? RECEIVER is a chamber horror film 
about toxic masculinity, isolation, and the commodification of empathy.

: Cavan Campbell
: Short Film
: 15 minutes
: Canada

Routine
During a mysterious pandemic, Cassie’s quarantine life has turned into a routine, day in and day out. Nothing 
new seems to happen, until she realizes she’s out of coffee. And she’s determined to get her cup of Joe, even if 
she must face the horrors of the outside world. Because “she’d kill for a cup of coffee.” In this part-animated 
live action short, anything goes.

: Russ Emanuel
: Short Film
: 4 minutes 33 seconds
: United States

Tombstone
A successful lawman's plans to retire anonymously in Tombstone, Arizona are disrupted by the kind of outlaws 
he was famous for eliminating.

Join us for a Q&A with actors Lee Arenberg and Martin Klebba immediately following the screening

: George P. Cosmatos, 
  Kevin Jarre
: Feature Documentary 
: 134 minutes
: United States

8:00 Drive-In Feature Film Chandler Center for the Arts Parking Lot
250 N Arizona Ave, Chandler, AZ 85225

Black Heart, Red Hands
Set against the stunning backdrop of one of Australia’s World Heritage-listed National Parks; a first-time killer is 
about to be shown what it really takes to pull off the perfect crime.

: Russell Southam
: Short Film
: 15 minutes
: Australia

Best Suspense/Thriller Short Films9:00 Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 18
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226



Divertimento (Featuring Kellan Lutz and Torrey DeVitto)
Jonas Olsen (Kellan Lutz), a chess player haunted by a tragic past, is given an opportunity to participate in a 
mysterious game, Divertimento.

: Keyvan Sheikhalishahi
: Short Film
: 30 minutes
: France

The Keeper
A lonely widow yearning for connection, meets a collector of art at a speed dating event. What they are looking 
for in each other is vastly different.

:  Bob Celli
: Short Film
: 14 minutes
: United States

Kick
Expecting single Mom, Paige, just wants to get some sleep. When she tries to tell her neighbors to keep the 
music down, Paige learns that some things are scarier than becoming a parent.

: Alex Backes, Tanner Boyajian
: Short Film
: 14 minutes 45 seconds
: United States

End Game
A young man learns the truth about his parent's death and begins a convoluted journey to a dark world, 
manipulated by an entity that appears to have no existence.

: Bruce H Gill
: Short Film
: 5 minutes
: United Kingdom

Instant Doctor
What will the future of healthcare hold? Will algorithms eclipse doctors entirely? We hope not. Instant doctor is 
a short film to show appreciation for doctors and healthcare human workers everywhere.

: Youth, Diogo Gameiro
: Short Film
: 6 minutes 40 seconds
: Brazil

Tunnel Vision
After an unemployed man finds a mysterious hole next to his house, the line between delusion and actual 
danger becomes progressively blurred as he seeks to protect his family.

: Justin Bregman
: Short Film
: 11 minutes 45 seconds
: United States

Tijuana I Love You
Seven stories related to the capital sins, all happening in Tijuana. : Rene Bueno

: Feature Drama
: 88 minutes
: Mexico

Feature Drama9:40

Hilton Garden Inn Chandler Downtown
Join us after a full day of fantastic screenings! The fun doesn’t stop
as filmmakers and filmgoers can all meet and eat at the Hilton Garden Inn 
Chandler Downtown. Appetizers included! 

After Party10:00 150 South Arizona Avenue
Chandler, Arizona 85225, USA



9:00

Highline
Ten days, Five Friends, One trek across Utah's Uinta Highline Trail

: Chris Smead, 
  Gordon Gurley
: Feature Documentary 
: 117 minutes
: United States

Saturday, January 23rd, 2021

Elodie Rêverie-Under the Radar
Through hand-drawn animations, a disco ball turns into a face-mask, the moon, wheels to a car 
heading for the galaxy. The music video for Elodie Rêverie’s ‘Under the Radar’ is an example of a 
captivating and original way for modern musicians to present their music visually.

: Elizabeth Douglass
: Short Film
: 2 minutes 50 seconds
: United States

Highland Home
A poignant tale of longing and loss is revealed when a timeworn journal transports a young girl to a 
place of enchanting wonders.

: Zach Stevens
: Short Film
: 4 minutes 59 seconds
: United States

My Way
João Napoli - meu modo (my way).

: Bruno Levinson, 
  Leonardo Fiorito
: Short Film
: 3 minutes 59 seconds
: Brazil

: Mark Sousa, 
  Sam Gannuch
: Short Film
: 5 minutes 55 seconds
: United States

Nostalgia Trap
Music video of the song "Nostalgia Trap" by Voicecoil from the "Singularity" album.

Robot Apocalypse
Are you ready for the imminent Robot Apocalypse? In this ominous song and music video The Robots 
give dire warning of what they have in store for the human race.... Watch out! All vocals and music 
written, performed and produced by Son Jake (Canadian). Music video produced by Son Jake.

: John Airey
: Short Film
: 2 minutes 57 seconds
: Canada

: Francisco Palacios Reyes
: Short Film
: 6 minutes 17 seconds
: Chile

SAPIENS
"Sapiens" show's us a representations of present and future time overlap to show the impacts and 
possible consequences of ignorant and aggressive human conduct. Concepts around consumerism, 
waste, disposables, a planet which is dirty and destroyed, are all highlighted in a manner in which the 
short manifests a critique of the modern world, expressing the indignation towards it, with the purpose 
of reporting immoral situations which have become unsustainable over time.

: Scott Cierski
: Short Film
: 3 minutes 40 seconds
: United States

Six Day Back
Three bodybuilders sing about a revolutionary new workout regimen.

9:00 Best Music Video Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 13
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226



Out of Order
In the not-so-distant future, Christopher, a depressed, young man, enters a Suicide Assistance Booth hoping 
to end his life; however, the sentient AI has a plan of its own.

: Matthias Falvai
: Short Film
: 16 minutes 40 seconds
: Canada

Best New Filmmaker12:30

11:40 Feature Action/Adventure

Driftless
Driftless is a feature-length drama about Nova Abbey, a park ranger at work during a state government 
shutdown on a busy 4th of July weekend, protecting the park from the people and the people from each other.

: Harper Philbin
: Feature Action/Thriller
: 75 minutes
: United States

South Wind
The story happened in the Northeast China. Mist hovered in the mountain city, as the darkness fell, the lights of 
the city had come on. A man came to the fortune teller’s house in a hurry. When he asked about his fate, the 
master found out his secrets. The man faced with a choice, he tried to seize a slim chance of survival. Would 
he overcome the obstacle? The fireworks exploded in the dark sky, a snowstorm was coming soon.

: Zhou Tianyu
: Short Film
: 15 minutes
: China

Best International Short Films9:40

No Internet
A group of teens have to go an entire year without the internet. They discover there's a clandestine 
organization pulling the strings and it's up to them to save their town.

: Kyle Lawrence
: Short Film
: 26 minutes 5 seconds
: Canada

El Pato y el Burro
David and Randall are in the principal's school office. He wants to know what they did to be there. In the 
meantime, these two enemies will understand they're more similar than they though.

: Carlos Larriue,   
  Alejandro Aguilera
: Short Film
: 11 minutes
: Canada

The Menu for Tomorrow
Reiwa Wedding Hall is one of the popular wedding halls in Tokyo. Their new chef, Saki, is always busy planning 
new menus. However, one day, something unusual happens. In the middle of the menu selection meeting, 
Ishimori working in sales department rushes in as he receives one request about the menu from his customers. 
The manager and the master chef get puzzled by the news. It brings back memories of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake and Fukushima. After a lot of thought, Saki decides what to serve in the wedding party. 

: Woody - Kazuhiro Kiuchi
: Short Film
: 19 minutes 57 seconds
: Japan

Monstrus Circus
Leonard, a magician, decides to set up a circus troupe of unusual artists. His intention is not to show their 
monstrosity but rather to change people’s attitudes through the audience’s acceptance of them. However, not 
everyone is ready to welcome them and Leonard will stop at nothing when it comes to imposing his 
convictions...

: Jordan Inconstant
: Short Film
: 29 minutes 59 seconds
: France



Let Her Know
Rebellious high school teenager, Lin, decides to drop out of school pursuing a writing career, but 
everything changes after his mom received an anonymous letter and realized it is probably from her son.

: DUN JIN
: Short Film
: 21 minutes 38 seconds
: China

Away
Away is an unflinching look at the cycle of violence annihilating black families across America. In the 
aftermath of one devastating choice, Farrell Lincoln must make a decision that will forever alter his life 
and the lives of those he loves most in this world. His son, Elijah, 9, and Malia, his love.

: Quentin Allen Bell
: Short Film
: 17 minutes 57 seconds
: United States

Best Short Films2:20

The Loyalist
In the aftermath of a battle during the American war for Independence, two militia soldiers find 
themselves spending the night in an old barn with two British spies posing as Americans.

: Robert Sansivero
: Short Film
: 17 minutes 31 seconds
: United States

Reappear
A son restores his late father’s vintage motorcycle, so he can recreate his mother’s most treasured photograph. : Tommy Clarke

: Short Film
: 13 minutes 25 seconds
: United Kingdom

The Superstar
I wrote this story when I came across some people who are extremely talented but could not showcase 
their talents due to various constraints. We often tend to stay ignorant of other's talents and I thought it 
would be nice if we recognized talents before its too late. That is what I tried to convey with this film.

: Rajiv Ratan Reddy
: Short Film
: 7 minutes 55 seconds
: United States

Thirty Minutes
A woman, Lucy, is so lonely in the digital age that she becomes a call girl, not for the money, but because it's 
the only way she can be assured of someone to talk to.

: Claire Elizabeth Terry
: Short Film
: 18 minutes 19 seconds
: Spain

Before
BEFORE follows a group of not-yet-humans as they bide their time in a perpetual waiting room. Like an 
eternal DMV visit, every visitor in this room has waited for thousands of years for their number to be 
called to be assigned a life. Some are anxious, some are hopeful, and others are defeated by impatience 
before their earthly lives have even begun. But for the first time ever, as these visitors watch and worry 
and wonder, one number is called out over and over, as every visitor rejects this life. Until one.

: Julia Monahan
: Short Film
: 9 minutes 58 seconds
: United States

86 Melrose Avenue
A night of celebration curdles when a diverse group of people at a gallery opening are taken hostage by 
an ex-marine suffering with PTSD and forced to confront their cultural differences, their pasts, and their 
looming mortality as time ticks by.

: Lili Matta
: Feature Action/Adventure
: 86 minutes
: United States

Feature Action/Adventure2:10



The McHenry Trial – Don’t Judge a Kid by Their Hoodie
A young and brilliant academic phenom who not only passes the bar exam at age 14 but finds himself 
defending his homeless father on a murder charge when few believe he is innocent. He faces a shrewd 
law firm, an old school segregationist judge, and an arrogant prosecutor who is preparing to celebrate 
his 50th consecutive case win.

: Ken Sagoes
: Short Film
: 29 minutes 59 seconds
: United States

The Sleepless
An ordinary psychotherapy session takes a shocking turn.

: Kami Sadraei
: Short Film
: 7 minutes 8 seconds
: United States

People Show 138: Last Day
A short dreamlike drama about power, loss and loyalty. People Show 138: Last Day, follows HR manager 
Sidney, who after thirty years of working at an industrial sock factory faces a challenging dilemma that could 
affect the livelihood of his employees. We find him wandering around the now empty workplace haunted by 
the memories of his past colleagues, friends, and bosses. Throughout his journey he is confronted head on by 
the horrific consequences of his actions. Will he make the right choice at the end of his last day? 

: Gareth Brierley
: Short Film
: 15 minutes
: United Kingdom

Angie: Lost Girls
After Angie escapes the horrifying world of sex trafficking, she struggles to heal from the atrocities 
she’s endured as she mourns her stolen innocence. Eventually, she must confront her shame and fear 
to save the girls she left behind.

: Julia Verdin
: Feature Thriller
: 108 minutes
: United States

Feature Thriller4:20

Scout 10-5
At 11:40 pm with 20 minutes left on their shift, two Detroit police officers make one last stop. A police officer 
never knows what stop will be his last. The New Bethel Church Shooting told by the surviving officer Richard 
Worobec and the aftermath that followed.

: David Van Wie
: Feature Documentary
: 56 minutes
: United States

5:10 Feature Documentary

Marcel Duchamp: The Art of the Possible
What is art? This was the question posed by the father of conceptualism, Marcel Duchamp, when he put a urinal 
in an art show in 1917. Marcel Duchamp: The Art of the Possible unpacks the paradigm shift of art in the 20th 
century by Duchamp’s radical and enigmatic works that challenged the status quo and unlocked unlimited 
potential for the generations that followed him. Thanks to Duchamp, art would never again be the same.
The film highlights the singular impact of Duchamp’s philosophy and art, and, more importantly, examines how 
Duchamp’s revolutionary ideas from the early 20th century are still shaping art and culture in the 21st century.

: Matthew Taylor
: Feature Documentary
: 89 minutes
: United States

Feature Documentary6:50

This is Dementia
Dr. John DenBoer has made it his life's work to find a cure for dementia. He was personally impacted by this 
disease when his grandmother, a woman who helped raised him, was diagnosed with dementia and eventually 
passed. Not many people know what dementia even is. This documentary shares the startling statistics, the 
misconceptions about this disease, as well as preventative actions people can take.

: Dr. John DenBoer, 
  Joan Seeling
: Feature Documentary
: 49 minutes
: United States

Feature Documentary6:55 Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 13
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226



Iris
Alice Kremelberg (Orange Is The New Black) stars as the eponymous Iris, and gives an outstanding lead 
performance as this tortured soul dreadfully awaiting the death of her Aunt Adelaide, played by Mary Looram 
(Like Father, Braid). As Aunt Adelaide slowly withers away in hospice, Iris continues her day to day routines of 
working in an antique shop, and scrolling online for connections through an online dating app. However, Iris has 
an ulterior motive behind her digital search for suitors, and it’s not love. 

: Diana Rodriguez
: Feature Drama
: 104 minutes
: United States

Feature Drama6:55

The One and Only Jewish Miss America
“The One and Only Jewish Miss America” is the surprising story of Bess Myerson, the talented beauty queen 
from the Bronx, and how she won the world’s most famous beauty pageant 75 years ago, at the tail end of 
World War II. The film follows Bess, the middle daughter of poor Russian immigrants, from her childhood in a 
one-bedroom Jewish housing project apartment through the suspense-filled pageant. 

: David Arond
: Feature Documentary
: 51 minutes
: United States

Feature Documentary8:30 Harkins Chandler Fashion 20: Auditorium 13
3159 W Chandler Blvd, Chandler, AZ 85226

Danni & The Vampire
A madcap drifter tries to reignite a special feeling from her past by helping a vampire achieve his dreams. : Max Werkmeister

: Feature Comedy
: 103 minutes
: United States

Feature Comedy9:25



Kiss the Ground
Kiss the Ground reveals that, by regenerating the world’s soils, we can completely and rapidly stabilize Earth’s 
climate, restore lost ecosystems and create abundant food supplies. Using compelling graphics and visuals, 
along with striking NASA and NOAA footage, the film artfully illustrates how, by drawing down atmospheric 
carbon, soil is the missing piece of the climate puzzle.

This movie is positioned to catalyze a movement to accomplish the impossible – to solve humanity’s greatest 
challenge, to balance the climate and secure our species future.

: Josh Tickell, 
  Rebecca Tickell
: Feature Documentary
: 85 minutes
: United States

Feature Documentary9:30

La Ristra New Mexican Kitchen
Join us after a full day of fantastic screenings! The fun doesn’t stop
as filmmakers and filmgoers can all meet and eat at La Ristra New Mexican Kitchen. 
Appetizers included! 

After Party10:00 140 N Arizona Ave
Chandler, AZ 85225, USA

SPONSORS AND PARTNERS:



Sunday, January 24th, 2021

Dispatches from the Vietnam War: Beer, Bunkers and Typewriters
'Dispatches from the Vietnam War: Beer, Bunkers and Typewriters' follows the surreal and existential journey of a 
young soldier entering war for the first time. Not long after I first met Lloyd I started hearing stories about his 
time in Vietnam during the war. Each one cut through the archetypes I had often heard about the war and wars in 
general. Each one insightful and nuanced. Each one led to a desire to hear more. 

: Keith Lane
: Short Film
: 4 minutes 18 seconds
: United States

Gon, The Little Fox
When Gon, a playful orphaned fox, finds that young Hyoju has lost his mother, he tries to comfort him and make 
amends for his own earlier mischiefs by secretly bringing small gifts to the boy every day. But Hyoju doesn’t 
realize who is behind the anonymous gifts, and the two are headed for a heartbreaking climax.

: Takeshi Yashiro
: Short Film
: 27 minutes 59 seconds
: Japan

Journey
"Journey", a Taiwanese language short( Written in Chinese as: "三彩船之梦“) is based on the true story of a 
young Taiwanese painter, set in the 1930s. The Artist, Kuo Hsueh-Hu struggled to become an artist, at a time 
where the artistic profession was less respected and impractical. He died in 2012 at the age of 104. The short 
film was Executive Produced by Mr. Kuo's son and the Kuo Hsueh-Hu foundation.

: Hock Wong
: Short Film
: 10 minutes
: Singapore

The Last Step
A young soldier is walking through his memories, before the moment of death.

: Stanislav Matveev
: Short Film
: 3 minutes 50 seconds
: Austria

RUFF LIFE Games Gaslighting and Bitches
2,000 healthy dogs are killed every day in American Shelters. In 2011 activist filmmaker Tom McPhee began a 
nine year examination of America's homeless dog population that results in a million healthy dogs being killed 
every year in American shelters.

In Detroit he meets Terri Sumpter, a pissed off dog rescuer who has energized citizens by protesting the 
treatment of animals at Detroit Animal Control and then is attacked by the old and new animal rescue 
establishment.

In Houston he meets Tawny Hammond an influential member of the Best Friends Animal Society team as she is 
having their support and resources refused by Houston SPCA after Hurricane Harvey resulting in a logistical 
catastrophe.

In Austin, Texas he hears local civic leader, national pet advocate, and Austin Pets Alive!'s Executive Director Dr. 
Ellen Jefferson explain why Austin is so different than other cities by refusing to kill domestic animals simply 
because they are homeless.

It is the wild west in the world of domestic animal rescue in the United States, where the rule of law is what you 
can get away with. Along the way two thousand healthy dogs are killed in shelters every day simply because 
they are homeless, as the rescue community fights with themselves.

: Tom McPhee
: Feature Documentary 
: 77 minutes
: United States

9:00 Best Animation Short Films

9:00



Love Drug
A desperate couple takes a promising new drug in hopes of rekindling their romance, but tragedy strikes 
when the wife falls in love with increasingly darker fantasies of herself.

: Sheila Patterson
: Short Film
: 13 minutes 24 seconds
: United States

Mambo Man
Based on a true story and filmed in the exotic countryside outside Havana, this remarkable and engaging film will 
move both your spirit and your feet with its unforgettable passion and intoxicating music.

: Mo Fini, 
  Edesio Alejandro
: Feature Drama
: 82 minutes
: Cuba

11:00 Feature Drama

It Came From the Crossroads!
When Frank, a meek, depressed Bible salesman dies at 23, he's positive that he's headed straight to hell. 
In a fit of desperation and lapsed judgement, he agrees to sell his soul to the devil for a second chance at 
life. Through this new, somewhat questionable influence, he slowly learns to shake his overbearing family 
and live on his own terms.

: Rowan levi
: Short Film
: 13 minutes 16 seconds
: United States

The Fuel
A mentally unstable teen comes into contact with an extraterrestrial being. : Caleb Cook

: Short Film
: 18 minutes
: United States

Gladys & Dee Dee: SECRETS
Gladys & Dee Dee: SECRETS is a dark comedy that follows a picture-perfect housewife and mother with a very 
dark conundrum — she's a killer. From childhood, Gladys Clock dreamt of becoming an artist, only to be 
confronted with rejection. She finds comfort in a stranger, but when the stranger develops an ulterior motive, she 
must devise an escape route. Her first victim was an accident, the others, well, not so much. 

: F. Thomas Vincent
: Short Film
: 26 minutes 6 seconds
: United States

Best Arizona Films12:25

Deliver Me
A Vietnam draft resister makes an unexpected visit to Tijuana to help his ex-girlfriend obtain an abortion. : Yasmin Asif

: Short Film
: 16 minutes 31 seconds
: United States

The Beast
An off-beat, modern-day fairy tale centered on a lonesome beast as he struggles to navigate a shallow 
dating world.

: Luke Howe
: Short Film
: 13 minutes
: United Kingdom

Breakfast at the Sunset Saloon
In the Old West, a wicked salesman has created a Saloon of broken promises. His paradise falls when a girl 
comes to save her brother.

: Joey Coalter
: Short Film
: 10 minutes 18 seconds
: United States

Best Student Filmmaker10:30



The Girl Who Wore Freedom 
THE GIRL WHO WORE FREEDOM brings us to Normandy, France. Once an idyllic landscape, Normandy had 
succumbed to German invaders who overran its farms, its manors, its countryside.
Here we meet Dany Patrix, Maurice Lecoueur, Henri-Jean Renaud, and others, who recount their unique 
relationships with the Allied forces who liberated Normandy on June 6, 1944. The journey from occupation to 
liberation, to acceptance and forgiveness to gratitude and pride, is explored through interviews with French 
survivors and American veterans in this powerful, personal film that tells stories handed down over two 
generations.
We visit Brecourt Manor, the site of the battle between the men of Easy Company - known as the Band of 
Brothers - and a German battery. We hear from the children of D-Day, who were cared for by American soldiers 
after their families were killed in the onslaught. We explore the nature of war, of forgiveness, of gratitude through 
interviews with French survivors and American veterans.
We travel today’s United States with Flo Plana, who seeks out the men of the 101st Airborne Division to collect 
and curate their stories for the Utah Beach D-Day Museum. We meet veterans like Ceo Bauer, Brad Freeman, and 
Bob DeVinney, who recount their experiences and the relationships they built over the summer of 1944.
Normandy itself is now a living war museum, with shrapnel on the beaches, bullet holes in its walls, and blood 
staining its church pews. Those that were there have vowed never to forget the lessons of World War II and to 
pass down the value of freedom to their children and their children’s children.
The film closes on contemporary D-Day celebrations of remembrance and gratitude, where French citizens of all 
ages celebrate those who were and are willing to defend freedom because they, the people of Normandy, know all 
too well that freedom is not free.

: Christian Taylor
: Feature Documentary
: 89 minutes
: United States

1:00

House of Quarantine
Nine people have been locked down together in a house while trying to make a movie. Unknowingly, one of 
their group is infected with Covid-19. The next three weeks become a life and death struggle for survival with 
no help from the outside amidst a global pandemic and national chaos.

: Mitesh Patel
: Feature Thriller
: 81 minutes
: United States

3:15 Feature Thriller

Shatter
Some wounds won’t heal, until you confront them.

An abused child, now grown, is still haunted by his past. Will therapy be enough for him to find closure, or will 
it take a more hands on approach? Charlie Jones, is haunted by a childhood that was filled with repeated sexual 
and physical abuse at the hands of Martin, a close family friend. Charlie attempts, with the guidance of his 
court appointed therapist, Dr. Elena Shepherd, to come to terms with his past and, ultimately, find closure, heal, 
and let go of the heavy burden he’s been carrying for so many years. If he allows the darkness within to come 
to the forefront and shatter all the walls of protection he’s built up, will he shine a light on that darkness and 
dissolve it, or be consumed by it?

*Important PSA during the end credits. Please watch until the end.

: Charlotte Lilt
: Short Film
: 13 minutes 11 seconds
: United States

Yellow Rose
A woman who is mourning the loss of her daughter gets a knock on the door from a Drag Queen who 
changes her life forever.

: Panda Garcia
: Short Film
: 28 minutes 2 seconds
: United States

Pardon My Condolences
An isolated pod-caster's life is shaken up when he feels compelled to attend the funeral of his ex-girlfriend 
from college.

: Eric Alan Luse
: Short Film
: 30 minutes
: United States

Rapture
In a dark world, a young man fights to shine a light on his mother's death. : Aaron Williams

: Short Film
: 10 minutes 6 seconds
: United States



Instant Karma
A young man hits rock bottom as a rideshare driver when his car breaks down, his life changes when he 
magically gets new things every day in his car. If he can only figure out what's causing it.

: Mitesh Patel
: Feature Fantasy
: 115 minutes
: United States

Feature Fantasy5:15

Retirement Day
After 30 years of employment, Joe retires from his job so that he can spend the rest of his time with the 
love of his life, Eva.

: Cedric Thomas Smith
: Short Film
: 12 minutes 5 seconds
: United States

Thank You for Patiently Waiting
A short film about the inevitable ups and downs in life.

: Max Marklund 
  & Anders Jacobsson
: Short Film
: 18 minutes
: Sweden

The Suicide of Lillian Sellers
After his cousin suddenly commits suicide Nick Sellers, an affluent law school student, travels to rural 
Tennessee for her funeral. When things don’t quite add up Nick starts an investigation that leads him into an 
underworld of opioids, conspiracy, and murder. 

: R.D. Womack II
: Short Film
: 15 minutes 57 seconds
: United States

Waffle
After a difficult breakup with his first love, Jay was left with one special gift- his dog, Waffle. Struggling 
to take care of Waffle and deal with family issues, Jay must choose if he can take care of his new dog or 
if he should take him back to the shelter.

: Victor Vargas
: Short Film
: 11 minutes 55 seconds
: United States

Mary Mary Quite Contrary
A distraught psychiatrist tries to comfort her broken patient who locks himself in the bathroom at a 
home office.

: TinNgai Chan
: Short Film
: 16 minutes 10 seconds
: United States

Identity
An atheist arrives at the gates of heaven and recounts moments of his life leading to that point.

: Kyle Lawrence
: Short Film
: 26 minutes 15 seconds
: Canada

The Fix
A man (Marcus) who once had everything, now struggles with addiction, stemming from a tragic loss in 
his family. His purpose in life dissipates after losing everything important to him. Despite Marcus being 
so far gone, his best friend (Bobby) is his only hope to salvage what is left. This film raises alcohol / 
substance abuse, domestic violence and mental health awareness.

: Glenn Ford
: Short Film
: 16 minutes 54 seconds
: United States

Headed South
A rich man, Mr. Rhetter J. Parks, and a poor man, Brian, have nothing in common, until forced to deal together 
with the problems within their society.

: Paul R. Lasota
: Short Film
: 7 minutes 14 seconds
: United States

3:15 Best Drama Short Films



Closing Night : After Party10:00 150 South Arizona Avenue
Chandler, Arizona 85225, USA

The Hilton Garden Inn
Join us in congratulating ALL in another successful Chandler International Film 
Festival. CIFF welcomes you to The Hilton Garden Inn immediately following the 
conclusion of the award ceremony. Bring your camera and appetite!

See you there as we sign off on the 5th Annual Chandler International Film Festival!

Red Carpet
Join us after the last screening and before the much anticipated award ceremony Come meet the stars of the festival on the red carpet!

Please dress to impress in your best formal wear and please follow CDC guidelines.

7:00 Closing Night : Red Carpet 150 South Arizona Avenue
Chandler, Arizona 85225, USA

Award Ceremony
The Chandler International Film Festival concludes with an extravaganza-- it is time to reveal this year's winners. Join us at 
this much anticipated ceremony!

Categories include: Best New Filmmaker, Best Feature Film, Best International Film, and many more!

8:00 Closing Night : Award Ceremony 150 South Arizona Avenue
Chandler, Arizona 85225, USA

COVID-19 vs. Arizona - Our Stories
The COVID-19 crisis took our world by storm. It changed the world that we knew. Overnight, life became a 
lesson in how to manage a global crisis locally. Here are the stories of some of those leaders and citizens in the 
state of Arizona and its local communities.

: Betty Ramirez
: Feature Documentary
: 62 minutes
: United States

6:05 Feature Documentary



Andy 
Rodriguez- 
McCradick

Andy Rodriguez- McCradick- 
is an Emmy winner (Rocky 

Mt. Division), 41-year veteran 
of professional TV, film, radio 
and magazine newsprint. In 
early 2016, he wrote Arizona 

House Bill 2646, the 
pre-cursor and catalyst to 
creating the Arizona Film 
Office. He produced over 

1,100 NBC affiliate newscasts 
and is a former national 

television reporter for BET 
and former CNN contributor. 

He wrote, produced and 
directed "Darkfury" one of the 
first Arizona based films to get 

national distribution in 1995 
proving filmmaking was viable 
in Arizona. He created a film 

distribution network with sales 
in 44 countries on 5 

continents. He has been 
featured in national film 

magazines like Variety, Indie 
Slate and MovieMaker. He is 
currently in pre production on 
his third over-the-air television 

series, the sci fi horror 
anthology Strange Places.

Helen 
Stephenson

Helen Stephenson is an 
Emmy Award-winning 

producer/director who has 
been in the film and video 

business for over 30 years. 
She is an Arizona native who 
began her professional career 

in the news department at 
KTTV Los Angeles, later 

establishing her own 
production company. Helen is 

the Founder and Executive 
Director of the Prescott Film 
Festival, where she provides 

vision and direction.

Judging Panel Mr. Phipps
Mr. Phipps began his 

professional career in the 
1990's as a graphic and 
digital artist working on 

publications such as X-Men 
and GI Joe comics. His 

passion to grow and create a 
well-rounded foundation for 
himself led him to another 

pivotal decision, authoring a 
children's book titled 

"Hergbert: The Not So Scary 
Monster". During the drafting 

phase of his second book, 
Mr. Phipps decided to take a 
break from writing, a decision 

that would change his life 
forever. As an avid lover of 

film and the filmmaking 
process, an opportunity 

presented itself in the form of 
directing an independent film. 

Kevin's directing and 
assistant directing projects, 
to date, include a slew of 
independent feature films, 
music videos, and national 
commercials. Most notably 

his recent work on the 
feature film ”Grief “ "Coyote 

Requiem", the TV pilot 
"H.O.P.E", several 

commercials such as 
Kellogg’s, Vanish in London, 
Oil of Olay, Cigna, Canal+ 

which is now C-More, Quest, 
Head and Shoulders to name 

a few.

Lee 
Arenberg

Lee Arenberg is an American 
actor, best known for his role 

as Pintel, one of Captain 
Barbossa's crew, in the 

Pirates of the Caribbean film 
series. He also had a 

recurring role as the dwarf 
Grumpy in the television 

series Once Upon a Time. 
Lee Arenberg, most 

frequently referred to as a 
character actor, maintains a 
flourishing acting career of 
almost 20 years spanning 
television, stage and film. 
Arenberg has appeared in 

more than 30 movies, 
including Cradle Will Rock, 

Waterworld, The Apocalypse, 
and the fantasy adventure 

feature Dungeons & Dragons.

Ruben 
Angelo
Ruben Angelo 

(Producer/Actor) has worked 
in and out of entertainment 

for the past 25yrs. His career 
spectrum includes work in 

many different areas such as 
music, film, television, and 

international business. 
Innovative by nature, he has 
held many hats throughout 

his life in order to better 
understand how to 

consistently bring success to
projects that warrant the 

opportunity. Being raised in a 
family with a history of strong 
work ethics and an affinity for

the arts, it was natural that 
he would eventually gravitate 

towards starting his own 
company. As an actor, 

Angelo has acted in close to 
30 narrative and short film 
projects to-date that have 
garnered several critical 
acclaim write-ups and 

independent awards. In 
2011, and after many years 

of acquiring international
business and marketing 

experience he formed his 
own production company, 

Rangelo Productions.

Randal
Lee Smith

Randal Lee Smith has been 
studying filmmaking since 

1990, focusing on writing and 
directing. He has written and 
directed three short films and 

has written seven features 
and six shorts. Two of those 

features have been produced 
and released. Randal is 

currently developing a feature 
project he has written and is 
scheduled to direct in 2022.

Kristopher
Mason

Strachan
Kristopher Mason Strachan is 
a stand up comic who was a 
Valley film critic for 10 years 

and a member of the Phoenix 
Film Critics' Society.

Bill Wetherill
Bill Wetherill is a multiple 
award winning actor and 

director, a lifelong resident of 
Arizona, a small business 

owner and a painter. 

Kim Marie
Kim Marie is the founder and 

president of Mirror Dog 
Productions, a full service 
production company and 

partner in WWTVN 
worldwide network and 
foreign distribution. Kim 

Marie has chosen to 
influence the world through 

cinematography and
sharing narratives of those 

whose voices that need to be 
heard. Mirror Dog creates 

productions that are an 
organic unity of integral 

works of art. Developing films
and television that showcase 

the human spirit, while 
inspiring change from the 

inside, out.

Branscombie 
Richmand
Branscombe Richmond 

sometimes credited in films as 
Richmond Branscombe, 
Ranscombe Richmon, 
Ranhome Quickman or 

Branscom Richmond, is an 
American character actor and 
stuntman of English, Native 
American, Native Hawaiian, 
French, French Polynesian, 

Spanish and Portuguese 
descent. His most well known 
and prominent television role 
was in 1990s hit syndicated 

television series Renegade as 
Bobby Sixkiller. He also 

appeared in a minor role as 
Moki in the pilot episode of 

Magnum, P.I.

Peter 
Sherayko

Peter Sherayko, recognized 
historian, actor and author, is 
best known for his work on 

western movies like 
Tombstone and television 
programs like Gunny Time 

and Wild West Tech. He has 
also served as a consultant 
for programs such as The 

Truth about Jesse James for 
the Discover Channel, and 

Deadwood on HBO. His 
passion for the West and 

motion pictures inspired him 
to start Caravan West 

Productions as a means for 
film makers, both big and 
small, to easily meet the 
rigorous demands of the 

Western film genre. 

Chris 
Browning

Chris Browning is an American 
television and film actor. The 

Nevada native initially intended 
to be a screenwriter but enrolled 

in a school for actors only 
without realizing found his 
passion in acting. His more 
recent roles in films include 

Angel Has Fallen, Greenlight, 
Donybrook and Bright.

Marty Klebba
Born and raised in Troy, 

Michigan, Marty Klebba is an 
American actor and stunt 

performer. He is best known 
for his role, one of Captain 

Barbossa's crew, in the 
Pirates of the Caribbean film 

series. He has enjoyed
numerous credits in feature
films and television as both

actor and stunt player.

Special Guests

Elijah Nelson
Elijah Nelson is an American 
actor known for his roles on 

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend, All I Want Is 
Christmas, Mad Men and many 

others. He is well known for 
portraying the character Evan on 

the show The Thundermans.
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LET US TAKE MARKETING 
OFF YOUR PLATE!

NeverNotSocial.com // 602-769-8588

Marketing Agency based in Chandler, AZ





When it comes to Outdoor Movie Screen Rentals, we’ve got you covered!
Drive-In movies, Dive-In movies, Backyard movies, Large movies in the park?

Let Celestial Nights Family Entertainment
be your #1 choice for Outdoor Screen Rentals and let US Create the Magic Memories.

Serving Arizona for 14 years STRONG!
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